ANGEL ATTUNEMENTS PACKAGE
Inner Angel Awakening
The Inner Angel Awakening empowerment has been given to us from Spirit so that we can
receive the gifts of love, happiness and awaken the Angelic guidance within us. It will create
energy that will transform our lives into a joyful Angelic experience.
The energy will dissolve fears and guide us through change in our lives. It will leave us
feeling joyful, light and bubbly. An angelic current of love will flow through our thirddimensional bodies to provide energetic guidance, encouragement, healing and comfort.
This gives us access to our own higher dimensional Angelic nature while residing in our
human bodies.
This dynamic empowerment is designed to reveal our true Angelic essence, spiritual gifts
and life direction. As this powerful energy is released a Higher Dimension of Self is revealed.
This will allow us to begin to see ourselves through the eyes of our heart not through our
ego. This amazing energy will enhance our spiritual and psychic sensitivity so that we open
new and higher outlooks for directing our lives with purpose and towards happiness and
fulfilment.

Angel Journey Activations
The Spirit Guide Journey Activation Program has seven activations to aid you in
communication with your Spirit Guides. They are the psychic protection activation, grounding
activation, third eye activation, energy bodies clearing activation, meditation activation, Spirit
Guide and Higher Beings Activation and the Dream Activation.
The Spirit Guide Activation Program has seven activations to aid you in communication with
your Spirit Guides. They are the psychic protection activation, grounding activation, third eye
activation, energy bodies clearing activation, meditation activation, Spirit Guide and Higher
Beings Activation and the Dream Activation. These activations can be activated any time by
intention only as there are no symbols that you must use. This makes this system really easy
to use! Anyone can use this system. You can attune others to this system so it is a Master
Level Program. You can activate the energies for self or others.
Psychic Protection Activation
This activation is activates a shield of psychic protection which acts as an energy that
envelopes us and blocks out intrusive vibrations or malicious, negative, lower vibrations from
other sources. As you begin practicing connecting with your Spirit Guides your awareness of
energies will greatly increase and with sensitivity comes exposure to distractions. Thus,
astral energies can be attracted to your increased energy and or activities in engaging with
your Spirit Guides. It is not that these personalities or entities wish you harm but just in case
this psychic protection activation will shield you from any unwanted interference or
distraction of any lower nature.
Grounding Activation
The grounding activation will keep you in your body, conscious of your surroundings and
present and available for whatever happens and create an energy connection as spirit from

your body into physical reality. It will serve to keep the body and energy system safe when
you are meditating and making conscious contact with your Spirit Guides. It will also bring
power to your process of Guide communication because it will align you as spirit with your
physical body so that you can be present and attend to what needs to be done. It will also
increase your spiritual and energetic awareness, release unwanted or excess energy, help
you direct your energy, enhance your meditations, assist you to be more aware of your path
and enable you to have an even greater capacity for experiencing the wonders of the Spirit
World.
Third Eye Activation
This activation will aid you in meditation giving you heightened awareness and focus, the
ability to concentrate. This will also help you in your daily life by aiding you in keeping
focused at work or in your daily routine. It will bring heightened awareness so that you are
more aware and see things more clearly and sharply. This allows you to bypass the
?ordinary? mind if you will and access a higher state of consciousness. It will lift your senses
? not just vision but what you hear, sense, touch, smell and just know intuitively. It can aid
you in seeing Auras, Guides, Angels, Higher Beings, etc. It will bring a higher state of
purpose, unfold your power of clairvoyance, bring you greater abilities to focus and
concentrate, sharpen intuitive abilities and help you to listen to and recognize your inner
voice.
Energy Bodies Clearing Activation
This activation will restore balance and harmony to the physical, mental and emotional
bodies. It will work to clear any blockages or barriers you have to Spirit Guide
Communication. This clearing will remove limiting and false beliefs about communication
with your Spirit Guides. This activation will break down barriers to Guide Contact and
Communication such as skeptical dispositions, lack of understanding and any inability to
accept higher possibilities. This will allow you to be open so that you find it easier and more
natural to recognize, accept and acknowledge Spirit Guide communication, bring you a
greater scope of understanding and help you leave the lower mind more open to the
possibilities of a reality that involves faith and trust rather than one that is more tangible and
scientifically proven if you will. This clearing will remove any lack of belief in self, in your
ability to establish Guide contact.
Meditation Activation
This activation will help you to discipline yourself to begin and maintain a meditation routine
inclusive of establishing Guide contact and communication. It will help you to quiet the mind
and to hear and listen to the still small voice within you. It will raise your vibrations and
energies so that you attract higher vibrations such as Spirit Guides, Angels, Archangels,
Ascended Masters and other Higher Beings of Light.
Spirit Guides and Higher Beings Activation
This activation will help you to establish a deeper connection with each type of Higher Being
whom works with you. These include your Spirit Guides, Angels, and Animal Guides,
Guardian Angels, Archangel Team, Ascended Masters team and any other Higher Beings of
Light that work with you in any capacity. This activation embodies several activations.
Dream Activation

This activation will assist you in remembering dreams and visits from Spirit Guides and or
Angels or other Higher Beings in your dreams. It enhances your ability to interpret your
dreams so that you can retrieve the important Spiritual Messages that are conveyed to you
in your dream state.
The manual will provide information about the various types of Spirit Guides encountered,
how to communicate with Spirit Guides, keys to successful Guide contact and meditation,
ways Guides communicate and more.

Angels of the Heart Empowerment
A beautiful incantation/meditation to activate the angels of love, wisdom and power.

Angel Wings
Angel Wings can be used for protection, transmit love to you for healing, supporting you with
development of self-love, and helping you adapt to the new energies.

Angel of Space Clearing Empowerment
The Angel of Space Clearing has come to us with the message that she is with us to support
us in clearing negative thought patterns and feelings that may have surfaced. This negative
energy can be created when we focus on the negative, past mistakes and regrets. These
thoughts and feelings are unconstructive, can cause you to feel confused, stressed and can
prevent positive new energies from entering your life. The Angel of Space Clearing asks you
to let go, surrender all your cares and worries to her so she can change these negative
energies to a positive. This Angel asks us to take time for ourselves, to take time out when
we feel pressured or overloaded and to strip everything bare and take all things back to a
love basis. If you are feeling these energies, the Angel of Space Clearing suggests you try to
find ways to20clear yourself. If your room is cluttered, have a clear out, look at what
you really need instead of holding on to possessions. Be charitable to those less
fortunate then yourself, for giving will bring its own rewards. Think if you are working
yourself too hard. Do I really need to push myself? Can I allow myself to have a rest? For if
you take time out, your energy recharges and then new opportunities, ideas and
inspiration will come your way.

Angel Reiki
Angel Reiki combines Reiki and the Angels. The Angels are called upon to assist with
healing. Angels are both manifestors of God and personifications of that power. They
generally do not interact with humans unless they are asked to. Guardian Angels and
Archangels so take a particular interest in us humans through assisting and strengthening
us.

Angel Reiki will lovingly connect you with the healing power of the angels and with Reiki
source energy. Angel Reiki can be used along or in conjunction with Usui Reiki or other
modalities.

Angels of the Earth Animal Healing
It is recommended that you be a Reiki Master or/and Kundalini Master to receive this
attunement. However, this is only a suggestion. If you have some experience working with

energy healing and other reiki systems, then you may still receive this attunement. There are
symbols in this system and the energies are of a very high vibration.
This system combines the Divine Earth Energy and power of Archangels to communicate
with and heal animals. It calls on Archangels Uriel, Raphael, Michael, and Gabriel to
intervene and lend their power to heal animals. Divine Earth Energy is called forth to heal
animals in body, mind, and spirit. Your connection with this energy will heighten your
telepathic and empathic abilities to both, communicate with animals and heal animals.
During the attunement to Angels of the Earth Animal Healing, you will be attuned to all of the
energies of this system and the 2 symbols, which will greatly heighten your abilities to
perform any and all of the techniques in this manual.
Angels of the Earth teaches several techniques for communicating with animals, and healing
animals. You will learn some reasons why animals become ill, and some information about
the life path purpose of animals. You will also learn Telepathic Communication with Animals,
Healing with Visualization and Angels, Hands on Healing, 2 symbols for animal healing with
description of how to use them and how to draw them, Cancer or Tumours, Clearing
Chakras in Animals, Crystal Healing in Animals, Clearing the Aura in Animals, Healing
Emotional Distress in Animals, Psychic Surgery, Healing Pain and Swollen Joints in Animals,
Helping an Animal Cross over and more.
You will be attuned to Master level and can pass this attunement to others. The manual is 16
pages long and includes 2 variations of the healing symbol Linda was given by Spirit to use
with this reiki system.

Venus Angel Attunement

Angelic Cellular Healing
The Beautiful Angelic Cellular Healing manual incorporates Angelic Healing at the cellular
level. The Universe provides ALL for us.

At this microscopic level, each cell is overlooked by and brought into being by an Angelic
Presence/code. This Angelic Code holds the Divine encoding for the structure of the cell at
all levels of being.
This code holds within it the life and transmutation of the cell as well as the perfection of the
Creator/God/Universe. This Divine encoding gives access to the Creation Process itself
coming directly from the Source of the SOURCE!

Light of Prosperity Empowerment
The Light of Prosperity Empowerment connects you to and puts you in harmony with the
energies and vibrations of Prosperity and Spirit. You will also be connected to Archangel
Michael to help you clear and release negative thought forms concerning money, and to the
Angels of Prosperity and the Elements (Earth, Air, Fire, Water) and Spirit to help draw to you
positive energies and opportunities of abundance in the form of money. While you don’t
need an attunement to work with the Angels or the Elements, this attunement does connect
you quickly and strengthen your connection and your energies.

Angelic Empowerments
To help you connect to all the principalities and choirs of angels.

Angels of Healing, Angel Contact, Angel Meditations, Angels of Awareness, Happiness,
Loving Consciousness, Prosperity, Release and Self-Healing are free self-attunements or
information and are explanatory by their names.

